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development in this domain in recent history as the importance of
intuitive visual access to lifelogs becomes increasingly apparent.
Lifelogging interfaces are appearing across all prevailing platforms
such as laptops, tablets and phones[7] and continuing research is
constantly optimising the user experience on these systems.
However, virtual reality, which has seen a recent resurgence in
popularity due to advancements in technology, has gone largely unexplored. When we consider the complex and multifaceted nature
of lifelog datasets in the context of virtual reality’s multidimensional axes of exploration, there are numerous applications we can
consider. For example, the SAS Institute[6] states that we are limited
to processing less than 1 kilobit of information per second when
reading from a screen yet the human optic nerve has an estimated
bandwidth of about 8 megabits per second. In virtual reality this
limit is significantly increased as we harness multiple axes and
depths of information and are able to fully utilise our periphery
vision. An argument against virtual reality often cites the expense
of the platform as well as how long it takes to setup the hardware
versus a conventional platform. However, we consider these issues
as problems stemming from the current generation of virtual reality
platforms rather than the medium itself. As technology naturally
advances and hardware prices decrease, it is feasible to assume
virtual reality platforms will become as lightweight and easy to
use as a laptop or tablet. In this paper we outline a pilot study
to identify the feasibility of using virtual reality in this context.
This experiment is part of a larger study to investigate the overall
potential of virtual reality as tool for visual lifelog exploration.

ABSTRACT
The prevalence of modern technology has enabled people to record
a digital trove of life experiences and these datasets continue to grow
exponentially day by day. Exploring these huge datasets effectively
has been the subject of much research in the lifelogging community.
In this paper we describe a pilot study performed to investigate
the feasibility of using virtual reality as a platform for exploring
visual lifelog data. The dataset used in this experiment consisted of
image data captured by wearable cameras and keywords describing
the visual content of each image. The results of this experiment
suggested there was no notable reduction in user performance
when using the virtual reality platform, compared to a conventional
desktop environment. This research was performed as part of a
larger study to investigate the overall potential of virtual reality as
a platform for visual lifelog exploration.
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INTRODUCTION

Dodge and Kitchin[1] refer to lifelogging as "a form of pervasive
computing, consisting of a unified digital record of the totality of
an individual’s experiences, captured multimodally through digital
sensors and stored permanently as a personal multimedia archive"
and the prevalence of modern technology and sensors has enabled
people to capture this digital trove of life experiences automatically
and continuously with newfound ease and efficiency. However,
this automated and passive collection of data has produced very
large datasets that are often difficult to disseminate or explore.
Attempts to derive these semantics typically manifest in the form of
graphic user interfaces that rely on additional technologies such as
machine learning image classifications. There has been significant
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DATA

Suitable lifelogging datasets are often difficult to source in the
research community due to data protection and other privacy concerns. This is because photographs are a common part of visual
lifelogs and, if not correctly blurred, can contain sensitive information such as people’s faces. Fortunately, the research challenges
posed by lifelogging has been addressed by both NTCIR[4] and
ImageCLEF[3] in recent years and we now note the availability of
appropriate datasets. The datasets utilised in the pilot study discussed in this paper were all sourced from the NTCIR-12 Lifelog
retrieval challenge [5] in 2016 where they were released as part of
a series of research tasks aimed at exposing new and innovative
methods for scrutinising lifelog data. We chose these datasets to
standardise our research methodology and enable us to compare
our work with other lifelog analysts.
The primary dataset[2] we used consisted of 3 months of continuously captured image data generated by 3 lifeloggers using wearable
cameras (approximately 1 month per lifelogger). The dataset was
further enriched via an automatic image classification algorithm
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which described the content of each image using keywords (e.g.
laptop, car, phone, etc.). Alongside this dataset a number of topics
were released to facilitate the lifelog tasks outlined by NTCIR. One
of these tasks was referred to as the Lifelog Semantic Access Task
(LSAT) which was comparable to a typical ’known-item search’ task.
It aimed to have participants develop a system to retrieve a number
of specific moments in a lifelogger’s life which were defined as
semantic events or activities that happen throughout a typical day
(e.g. hailing a taxi, eating breakfast, etc.). There was a total of 48
LSAT topics released for this dataset.
Using these topics, we constructed an experiment wherein a user
is described a semantic event and then they must search through
the entire dataset and locate at least one image which was representative of that event. To expedite this process, we decided to
focus on only one month of data generated by one lifelogger, which
reduced the 48 LSAT topics down to 24. This number was further
reduced when it was determined that not all of the LSAT topics
were compatible with the nature of our experiment. This is because
several of the topics contained images flagged as positive results
for a semantic event even though an indication of that event was
not strictly present. For example, an event where the lifelogger is
known to be eating a salad, but the salad is not visible in every
image of the event. Instead of searching through every topic and
culling images not compatible with our experiment, we decided to
target 15 of the 24 topics where this issue did not arise. This had
no impact on our research as 15 topics was sufficient to perform
our intended pilot study.

Figure 1: Conventional Lifelog Prototype - Mouse

Figure 2: VR Lifelog Prototype - Clipboard
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EXPERIMENT

Three lifelog exploration prototypes were developed for this pilot study, one designed on a conventional platform (PC) and two
designed on a virtual reality platform (HTC Vive). The conventional platform was created as a control to compare typical lifelog
interactions and how effectively they translated to a virtual reality
environment. We created two prototypes in virtual reality, based
on two prevailing mainstream user interaction paradigms, to compare their effectiveness and ease of use. Each prototype targeted
the same dataset of lifelog images and the same LSAT topics. As
stated previously in this paper, the task on each platform was to
identify at least one image captured during a semantic event which
was described to the user. To accomplish this task, each prototype
relied on generating filter queries containing a date, a time and a
selection of keywords. Each query was generated using three separate interface screens: a date picker, an hour picker and a keyword
picker. Once the query was submitted, the user was presented with
a selection of images they could navigate which matched their filter
query.
On the conventional platform, the user constructed each query
using a standard mouse and web interface (see Figure 1). On the
virtual reality platform, the user constructed each query using wireless controllers and a virtual interface that exists in 3D space. This
interface differs slightly on each of the virtual reality prototypes
we developed. In one version, the menu is attached to a wireless
controller and the user interacts with it using the opposing controller, similar to how one might interact with a clipboard. For this
reason we referred to this interface as the ’clipboard’ style menu

Figure 3: VR Lifelog Prototype - Billboard
(see Figure 2). In the other virtual reality prototype, the menu is
twice it’s normal size and hovers in space a set distance in front
of the user. This menu can be re-positioned at any time and is still
interacted with in the same fashion as the previous menu, just at a
further distance. We referred to this interface as the ’billboard’ style
menu (see Figure 3). Both these approaches to menu interaction in
virtual reality were observed as current mainstream paradigms for
consumers (see figures 5 and 4) for examples of such interfaces in
use.
A total of 12 participants were recruited from the university student body for this pilot study and all of them were regular computer
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Figure 4: Google Earth VR

Figure 6: Seconds taken for each of the 15 topics by our 12
participants (the cell colour and intensity indicate the prototype used and how many seconds the user took)
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RESULTS

The results of this experiment can be seen in Figure 6 where each
user is plotted vertically and the seconds they took for each topic
are plotted horizontally. The colour of each result indicates the
prototype used and the intensity of the colour correlates with how
many seconds were taken. Where a user exceeded 180 seconds,
the result is framed by a red border. In observing these results,
we identified no notable correlation between the length of time it
took to locate an event and the prototype that it was performed
on. The primary factor appeared to be the difficulty of the topic
itself. For example, some topics targeted very short time-spans
in the lifelog which made them more difficult to query. This is
particularly evident on topics 7 and 12 (see Figure 7) which were
failed by many users, regardless of what prototype they used. It is
important to acknowledge that this was only a small pilot study
and it is likely more notable correlations could emerge in a larger
experiment. Yet we believe this initial study suggests that visual
lifelog exploration is not negatively impacted by the use of virtual
reality as a platform. This conclusion leads us to continue our
research into the development of known-item search and browsing
tools for lifelog data in VR environments.

Figure 5: SteamVR Home

users. It was noted that about one third of the users had little to
some experience using virtual reality but no one identified themselves as an advanced user. Each participant was instructed in the
operation of the three lifelog exploration prototypes to reduce the
potential of a learning bias. This involved a thorough walkthrough
of each prototype and its features followed by the execution of a
test query.
For our experiment, the dataset of 15 topics were divided into
3 groups of 5 and labelled A, B and C. This enabled us to organise
the topics accordingly to ensure each group of events was searched
for on each of the three prototypes equally. The order in which
each user used the prototypes was randomised, as was the order
of the 5 topics they were assigned to search for on each prototype.
With 12 users, this resulted in each topic being searched for on
each prototype a total of 4 times. Each participant was given a
maximum of 180 seconds to locate each topic assigned to them. If
the participant exceeded 180 seconds, the examiner would inform
them and they would proceed to the next task and that topic was
flagged as unsolved. Since the topics described semantic events
which could span a large amount of time (e.g. riding a train) there
was often a large pool of acceptable images to choose from for
any given topic. For the purposes of our experiment it was only
necessary for a user to locate a single image that was representative
of the described topic. Once located, the examiner would inform
the user if the image was a correct result and the experiment would
proceed accordingly.

5

CONCLUSION

In this pilot study we set out to investigate whether virtual reality
was a feasible platform for exploring visual lifelog datasets. Our
small experiment consisting of 12 participants indicated to us that
performing familiar lifelog interaction queries in virtual reality was
a viable alternative and there appeared to be no noticeable drawback between using a virtual reality platform over a conventional
platform. Subjective experience reported by some users also suggested exploring a lifelog in virtual reality felt more engaging and
tactile than using a conventional platform. However, some users
who had never used virtual reality acknowledged that there was a
learning curve. The results of this pilot study do not indicate that
virtual reality is a superior platform for visual lifelog exploration
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Figure 7: Average time in seconds taken for each topic on each prototype
but this initial study is part of a larger research effort to explore
this possibility.
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